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Forgotten Books, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Astronomy and Geology Compared Appear in our own eyes; what
mere atoms we are, no more permanent than the ?ies which buzz through a summer and then die;
no larger than the motes which dance in the sunbeam l But our second thoughts are more inspiring
and consolatory. Is not the fact that we are thus enabled to measure and to comprehend so large a
part of this mighty scheme, a proof that we are connected with it by ties more lasting than are at
present visible to us? The acts of the Almighty are never purposeless, and the cir cumstance that we
are thus permitted a prospect of what is beyond us here, is one evidence, among the many others
which are afforded to us, of the truth of those hopes which associate us with a larger future. Not
only do these two sciences afford us these prospects beyond the boundaries of this present world,
but I think it will be found that they are the only ones which do so. The other sciences, which add so
largely to our...
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Reviews
I actually started out reading this article ebook. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Its been developed in an extremely
easy way and it is just after i finished reading this book in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Antonetta Ritchie IV
Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book from my i and dad encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel
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